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RECENT DEVELOPMENT IN 
ARBITRATION CASES

Overview
1

• Arbitration or litigation involving a bill of exchange?
• CA Pacific Forex v Lei Kwong Leong [1999] 1 HKLRD 462 (CA); T v W [2022] 1 HKLRD 610 (CA)

2
• Pre-arbitration condition: an issue of jurisdiction or admissibility?
• C v D [2022] HKCA 729

3
• Sufficiency of pleadings: the high watermark is gone?
• S Co v B Co [2014] 6 HKC 421 (CFI); Arjowiggins HKK2 Ltd v X Co [2022] HKCFI 128

4
• Arbitrator’s duty to disclose previous award(s)?
• Wisdom Glory v Adwo Media [2021] HKCFI 1707; [2022] HKCA 685

5
• The presence (or lack) of appeal mechanism
• AIC Group v Hua Xia Life Insurance (2017) 20 HKCFAR 503; Wisdom Glory v Adwo Media [2022] HKCA 685

6
• The 3-month period under ML Article 34(3) extendable?
• Sun Tian Gang v. HK & China Gas (Jilin) Ltd [2016] 5 HKLRD 221 (CFI); AW v PY [2022] HKCFI 1397
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Mock Scenario: A Contract for Services

Framework Agreement
Induced by Brian’s representation of his legal expertise, Alan, Brian 
and Chris conclude a framework agreement by which Alan agrees to 
engage Brian to speak on 2 webinars for $10M.  Chris guarantees 
Alan’s payment.  2-tier dispute resolution clause: (1st) a 30-day
“cooling off” negotiation period; (2nd) arbitration in HK at HKIAC.
Agreement for Webinar 1
Alan, Brian and Chris enter into an agreement for Webinar 1. The 
same 2-tier dispute resolution clause except the arbitration would be 
on ad hoc basis.  Chris drew a cheque in favour of Brian for $5M. 
Facts
• Webinar 1 turned out to be a disaster.  Alan terminates the 

Agreements and wants to sue Brian for misrepresentation
• Brian also wants to sue Alan / Chris for unlawful termination
• The cheque was dishonoured.  Brian wants to sue Chris
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1 Dilemma 1: Brian’s action on the   

CHEQUE: - arbitration v litigation?

• An issue of contract interpretation – BUT, where does the starting point lie?

• CA Pacific Forex (1999) (following Nova (Jersey) Knit (1977)): a bill of exchange 
is the “equivalent of money”; there is “inconsistency between the nature and 
function of a bill and an arbitration clause”.  Thus, it requires plain 
manifestation in the arbitration clause to cover an action on bill of exchange 
(“though it is not easy to envisage [such a clause]”)

• Presumption in favour of litigation 
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• Fiona Trust case (2007): endorsing the approach of giving effect to the 
commercial purpose of the arbitration clause.  Rational businessmen 
intend to resolve their disputes in their chosen forum.

• Singapore: 
(1) Piallo (2014): distinguished CX Pacific Forex and followed Fiona Trust
(2) Rals (CA, 2016 – a “downstream” case) disagreed Piallo and held         

CX Pacific Forex remained good law
• England: Uttam Galva Steels (2018) distinguished Rals

1 Dilemma 1: Brian’s action on the   

CHEQUE: - arbitration v litigation?
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• T v W (2022)
 P lent $5M to D.  D issued a post-dated cheque as “security”
 The loan agreement provided for an arbitration clause
 The cheque was dishonoured.  P sued D in court on the cheque.  D asked for 

stay in favour of arbitration
 CA’s decision:

• Bound by CA Pacific Forex, which cannot be said to be “plainly wrong”
• A bill is a separate and distinct contract
• Multiple fora issue can be dealt with by discretionary stay
• “Do not deny that reasonable arguments may be 

raised against the CA Pacific approach” 

1 Dilemma 1: Brian’s action on the   

CHEQUE: - arbitration v litigation?
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• Take-away points:
 CX Pacific Forex remains the legal position of HK
 Plain manifestation required to displace the presumption                

(not an easy task!)
 BUT cannot be said to be a settled proposition in the light of CA’s 

comment in T v W

1 Dilemma 1: Brian’s action on the   

CHEQUE: - arbitration v litigation?
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2 Dilemma 2: The “cooling off” period –

admissibility v jurisdiction?

 (1) Alan commences arbitration against Brian for misrepresentation
(2) Brian argues that Alan has failed to attempt negotiation

 Question: 
Whether the failure to attempt negotiation goes to admissibility of  
claim or tribunal’s jurisdiction?
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2 Dilemma 2: The “cooling off” period –

admissibility v jurisdiction?

 Key difference between “admissibility” and “jurisdiction”:
 Jurisdiction: whether the tribunal has power to hear the claim at all
 Admissibility: whether it is appropriate for the tribunal to hear the 

claim

 Why bothered?
 Court’s final say on tribunal’s jurisdiction 
 Tribunal’s procedural powers on premature claims
 Claimant’s entitlement to start a claim afresh?

(Abaclat v. Argentina, 4.8.2011 at §287)
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2 Dilemma 2: The “cooling off” period –

admissibility v jurisdiction?

 Case law suggesting it is a matter of jurisdiction

 Enron v. Argentina (14.1.2004):
“... the Tribunal wishes to note in this matter, however, that the conclusion 
reached is not because the six-month negotiation could be a procedural and 
not a jurisdictional requirement as has been argued by the Claimants and 
affirmed by other tribunals. 
Such requirement is in the view of the Tribunal very much a jurisdictional one. 
A failure to comply with that requirement would result in 
a determination of lack of jurisdiction.”
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2 Dilemma 2: The “cooling off” period –

admissibility v jurisdiction?

 Guaracachi America v. Bolivia (31.1.2014)

“… at least in this case, the ‘cooling off period’ is a jurisdictional 
barrier conditioning the jurisdiction of the Tribunal rationae
voluntatis, since it is not up to a claimant to decide whether and when 
to notify the host State of the dispute, just as it is not up to such 
claimant to decide how long they must wait before 
submitting the request for arbitration.”  
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2 Dilemma 2: The “cooling off” period –

admissibility v jurisdiction?

 YET, majority views it as an admissibility issue

 UK: PAO Tatneft v Ukraine (2018) (cooling off period);                 
NWA v NVF (2021) (mediation obligation)

 Singapore: BBA v BAZ (2020) (“time-bar” defence); 
BTN v BTP (2020) (res judicata defence)

 USA / Australia / ISDS cases …
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2 Dilemma 2: The “cooling off” period –

admissibility v jurisdiction?

 C v D (7.6.2022) – basic facts
 D commenced an arbitration against C
 C objected to tribunal’s jurisdiction on grounds that the pre-

arbitration negotiation protocol had not been complied with
 T considered the arguments and rejected C’s objection.            

Award rendered against C
 C sought to set aside the award for want of T’s 

jurisdiction
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2 Dilemma 2: The “cooling off” period –

admissibility v jurisdiction?

 HKCA’s decision in C v D (7.6.2022)
 Distinction between “admissibility” and “jurisdiction” well 

recognised (CA having visited UK, Singapore, NSW, US & HK cases)

 Matters falling within “admissibility” are disputes “falling within the 
terms of the submissions to arbitration” under ML Art.34(2)(a)(iii)

 Parties’ intention governs whether the question of 
fulfilment of pre-arbitration condition should be 
carved out from arbitration  Fiona Trust presumption

 C’s objection was an “admissibility” issue
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2 Dilemma 2: The “cooling off” period –

admissibility v jurisdiction?

• Take-away points
 Pre-condition requirements likely to be regarded as “admissibility” 

issues
 Arbitral tribunal have final “say” on fulfilment of those requirements 

(not amenable to review by court as jurisdictional issue)
 Clear wordings required to carve out the issues from the ambit of the 

tribunal’s power if so intended
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3 Dilemma 3: Sufficiency of pleadings?

 In Brian’s arbitration against Alan / Chris, Alan / Chris in their 
pleading resist liability on grounds of misrepresentation 

 Although defences on quantum (e.g. mitigation of loss) not pleaded, 
evidence was filed by both sides 

 Alan / Chris raise the issue of Brian’s failure to mitigate in the course 
of submissions

 Brian objects to such “new” point for want of pleading
 Question: what should the tribunal do?
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3 Dilemma 3: Sufficiency of pleadings?

 Importance of pleadings in court litigation:

“ … it is the pleadings that will ‘dictate the course of proceedings 
both before and at trial’. Where witnesses are involved, ‘it will be the 
pleaded issues that define the scope of the evidence, not the other 
way round’. It will ‘not be acceptable for unpleaded issues to be 
raised out of the evidence which is to be or has been adduced” 
(China Forestry Holdings Co Ltd v KPMG, 27.5.2021 §10,
referring to CFA’s decision in Kwok Chin Wing)
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3 Dilemma 3: Sufficiency of pleadings?

 S Co v B Co (obiter at §95):

“ … strict rules of pleadings and procedures are not insisted upon for 
arbitration proceedings .… Narrow and technical construction of the 
claims made in the pleadings filed in an arbitration should be 
discouraged, in order to give effect to the intention of the parties to 
use arbitration as the more informal manner of dispute 
resolution, as opposed to litigation in the courts .…” 
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3 Dilemma 3: Sufficiency of pleadings?

 Argowiggins HKK2 v X Co
 HKK2 and X Co formed a Mainland JV, which was then wound up
 X Co commenced arbitration claiming its proprietary entitlement to the JV 

Co’s documents in HKK2’s possession
 T found the documents were in HKK2’s possession but X Co did not have 

proprietary title.  T invited parties’ further submissions on how the JV Co’s 
documents should be dealt with

 HKK2 objected to T’s jurisdiction 
 T ordered HKK2 to deliver up the documents to                                                   

the JV Co’s liquidation group  
 HKK2 sought to set aside T’s award
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3 Dilemma 3: Sufficiency of pleadings?

 Argowiggins HKK2 v X Co (at §44)

“… it was argued that as held in S Co v B Co … strict rules of pleadings and 
procedures are not insisted upon for arbitration proceedings, and narrow 
and technical construction of the claims made in the pleadings filed in an 
arbitration should be discouraged, in order to give effect to the intention 
of the parties to use arbitration as the more informal manner of dispute 
resolution. When formal and litigation style of pleadings are
used by the parties in fact and practice, and submissions
are made in the arbitration on the basis of such formal 
pleadings, it may be artificial to draw a real distinction 
between arbitration and court litigation .… 
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3 Dilemma 3: Sufficiency of pleadings?

 Argowiggins HKK2 v X Co (at §44 cont’d)

“ … In any event, however informal the procedure, surprise should be 
avoided, and to ensure that principles of fairness are adhered to in 
the arbitration, material facts and adequate particulars of the 
allegations relied upon must be clearly set out in a party's 
documents served to formulate the claims which are 
referred to the tribunal.”
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3 Dilemma 3: Sufficiency of pleadings?

• Take-away points
 The “myth” of S Co v B Co setting the “high watermark” of 

“flexible” pleadings is dispelled 
 Pleadings remain the most important documents to define the 

issues referred to tribunal
 Timely review of sufficiency of pleadings!
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4 Dilemma 4: To disclose or not to disclose?  

That is the question

 Brian commences an arbitration against Alan / Chris under the Framework 
Agreement, Donald, Eva and Francis are the arbitrators

 Alan / Chris commences an arbitration under the Webinar 1 Agreement 
against Brian, Francis, Gladys and Helen are the arbitrators

 Both arbitrations involved a common issue: whether the alleged 
misrepresentation by Brian is made out

 DEF dismissed the misrepresentation claim.  But neither 
ABC referred DEF’s award to FGH

 Question: Should Francis refer to it before FGH
on his own initiative and invite submissions?
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4 Dilemma 4: To disclose or not to disclose?  

That is the question

 Potential arguments in favour of disclosure:
 Res judicata / issue estoppel applies.  Parties’ expectation of 

consistent decisions by Ts involving a common arbitrator
 Parties’ right to be heard if the subsequent T (involving the 

common arbitrator) is minded to arrive at an inconsistent decision
 Potential arguments against disclosure:

 Arbitrator’s neutrality: it is up to parties to refer to 
previous award(s) if they so wish

 Arbitrator’s duty of confidence
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4 Dilemma 4: To disclose or not to disclose?  

That is the question

 Wisdom Glory v Adwo Media 
 Two arbitrations involving WG / AW and a common arbitrator
 T1 dismissed AW’s misrepresentation claim
 T1’s award not referred to by WG / AW to T2  
 T2, being informed of the existence of Arbitration 1 but not the 

award thereof, allowed AW’s misrepresentation claim
WG sought to set aside T2’s award
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4 Dilemma 4: To disclose or not to disclose?  

That is the question

 The CFI’s decision:
 Judge reviewed the pleadings of the two arbitrations and concluded that the 

two inconsistent awards were irreconcilable on the basis of the same facts
 The common arbitrator’s agreement with the two awards unexplained
 It gave rise to injustice and grave unfairness to WG
 Justice and fairness required the common arbitrator to invite parties’ 

submissions on Award 1
 Confidentiality did not prevent the arbitrator from 

making disclosure of Award 1
 Waiver argument rejected for T2 was aware of                                       

concurrent arbitrations
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4 Dilemma 4: To disclose or not to disclose?  

That is the question

 The CA’s decision:
 Argument that T2 was entitled to arrive at a different decision rejected.        

The key was the lack of an opportunity for parties to address T2 on the issue 
estoppel brought about by Award 1

 The common arbitrator here presented a unique feature and was a material 
consideration

 There are recognised exceptions to confidentiality (see Halliburton).        
Interest of parties and due process required disclosure

 Waiver argument did not address the Judge’s concern about                            
the structural integrity
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4 Dilemma 4: To disclose or not to disclose? 

That is the question

• Take-away points
 Remains to be seen how far the extent of an arbitrator’s disclosure 

duty goes (or confined to this “highly unusual” case)

 A dilemma: should a party who has lost in an earlier arbitration let 
sleeping dogs lie? 
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5 Dilemma 5: Appeal?

 Interesting observation in the WG v AW saga:
 When WG sought to set aside Award 2, AW sought security for 

costs and award
 Same legal arguments deployed in the Security application and 

the Setting-Aside hearing
 Availability of appeal mechanism different:

• Security application: CFI’s leave / CA’s leave
• Setting-Aside application: CFI’s leave sine qua non
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5 Dilemma 5: Appeal?

 AO s.81: leave of the Court is required for an appeal against the decision of 
the Court under ML Art.34

 “Court” = CFI (AO s.2(1))  CFI’s leave is a must for appeal to CA
 CA had no jurisdiction to grant leave: Guangdong Changhong Electric Co 

Ltd v Inspur Electronics (HK) Ltd (2015); China Int’l Fund Ltd case (2015)
 Restriction was constitutional: AIG Inc v Huaxia Life (CFA)
 CA however retains residual discretion to cater for extreme                     

cases where CFI’s refusal cannot be regarded as a                              
“judicial” decision (even so, only remission) 
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5 Dilemma 5: Appeal?

• Take-away points
 In practical terms almost impossible to go beyond CFI
 Sch. 2 to AO allows a wider scope of involvement of CFI and CA
 s.4: a determination of a party’s challenging an award on      

grounds of serious irregularity can be reviewed by CA            
(subject to CFI/CA’s leave)

 s.5: appeal against an award on questions of law 
(appealable to CA with CFI/CA’s leave)

 Choice between finality and judicial scrutiny 
(asymmetrical appeal mechanism?) 
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6 Dilemma 6: Setting aside outside the 3-month 
period – throwing good money after bad?

 Alan / Chris discovered that Brian’s concealment of evidence      
(which he was obliged to disclose) 3 months after DEF’s delivery of 
the award

 Alan / Chris considered that the concealed evidence could have 
turned the case around  

 Are they “time-barred” to set aside the award?  
Are they throwing good money after bad?
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6 Dilemma 6: Setting aside outside the 3-month 
period – throwing good money after bad?

 ML 34(3): “an application for setting aside may not be made after 
three months have elapsed from the [date of receipt of the award by 
the applicant]”
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6 Dilemma 6: Setting aside outside the 3-month 
period – throwing good money after bad?

 Materials in favour of discretion: 
 UK: AOOT Kalmneft v. Glencore Int’l (2001, QBD) (not construing ML)
 Malaysia, NZ and Ireland: statutory “fraud exception” created
 HK: Sun Tian Gang (2015):

• ML Article 34(3) and EoT being matters of procedure
• “may” connotes existence of a discretion
• UN Commentary does not preclude the court regulating 
• Its procedures (including EoT)
• The 3-month period not mandatory
• The court retained discretion to extend time
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6 Dilemma 6: Setting aside outside the 3-month 
period – throwing good money after bad?

 Authorities supporting strict time limit 
 Singapore: BXS v BXT (2019, HC); Bloomberry Resorts v Global 

Gaming (2021, CA)
 Drafters’ decision against creating a “fraud exception” to the time 

limit: Holtzmann, A Guide to UNCITRAL Model Law on Int’l 
Commercial Arbitration (pp.1002-3)

 Academic / Practitioners’ opinions: G Born, P Binder
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6 Dilemma 6: Setting aside outside the 3-month 
period – throwing good money after bad?

 HK CFI’s position in AW v PY (2022)
 Court has no power to extend a statutorily imposed time-limit                      

(and RHC cannot override statutes)
 ML Article 5 prohibits court’s intervention except provided in ML
 Held: No jurisdiction to extend time 
 Observed (at §67):

“… However desirable it is, in the interests of overall justice, for the Court to  
retain a discretion to grant extensions of time in an                             
appropriate case, justified on the facts to be exceptional 
and fit for the Court to exercise its discretion,    
it would be a matter to be resolved by 
appropriate legislation.”
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6 Dilemma 6: Setting aside outside the 3-month 
period – throwing good money after bad?

• Take-away points
 Sun Tian Gang no longer good law

 3-month time limit being absolute (even cases procured by fraud)

 Interestingly, discretion for EoT exists in seeking to resist 
enforcement out of time: Astro Nusantara Int’l BV v PT Ayunda
Prima Mitra (2018) 21 HKCFAR 118

 Thus, if active remedy is time-barred, can one rely on 
the passive remedy?


